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IWTRODUCTIOIT
In the community in which the writer teaches, the
continuous promotion plan is largely in effect. Some children
enter their second year ready for work in pre-primers. While
most children meet the usual grade requirements, each year
a small group must he provided for. They are not necessarily
of low intelligence. These are the children who would have
repeated the first grade under the former system. Their most
serious difficulties lie in the Language Arts area.
While there is a spelling list for the second grade,
this particular group can not possibly attempt it. Thus, it
is the purpose of this study to establish a minimum list of
needed words which these children will be able to spell and
to develop specific exercises whereby the words can be learned
successfully.
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CHAPTER I
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
In any school one expects to find some children who
learn quickly and others who learn slowly, with the greater
number learning at a rate between these two groups* As first
grade pupils reach the end of their first year of school,
the range of difference among them will be greater than at
the beginning of the year. Thus, a teacher is not likely to
be a second grade teacher or a third grade teacher, but a
teacher of the range of achievement levels which her group
1
represents. Starkey feels that the sooner all classroom
teachers realize the importance of this, instruction will
begin to improve.
Educators seem to agree that the number of years a child
has spent in school, is not, in itself, an indicator of his
2
ability. White and Adams believe that we should not determine
progression from one level to another by the child’s age or
by the oalendar but by his own ability and needs.
T Mary L. Starkey, "Organizing a Reading Program Based on
Individual Abilities and Differences," Teachers ' Service
Bulletin in Reading
,
Ho. 3, Vol. 6, Hovember, 1944.
2 Margaret L. White and Alice B. Adams, "Adjusting the Reading
Program to Meet the Individual Heeds of Children," A Monograph
on Language Arts
,
Ho. 42, Row, Peterson and Company, 19467
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During the first year most ohildren will meet the usual
requirements and will enter their second year easily, while
some will need very special instruction*
A great many ohildren seem to get off at a poor start
because they are not ready to profit from instruction in
reading when they enter the first grade. If given another
year or so they will make good progress, hut now the oom-
1
plexities of beginning reading bewilder them. Harris feels
that if these children have to compete with those who make
v
normal progress, they become aware of their lack of success.
This naturally brings on a feeling of frustration and of
failure which very likely will interfere with their further
efforts*
The relationship between reading and spelling is very
close in many ways. What a child learns in one subject
affects what he acquires in the other* Both are langauge arts*
8
Gates urges us to see that the techniques taught in one
subject are in harmony with those taught in the other. What
is learned in one subject will nevertheless tend to be carried
over, either with help, or confusion and conflict, to the
other*
I Albert J* Harris, PH.D., How to Increase Reading Vocabulary
,
Longmans Green and Company, Hew fork, 1940, pp. 14-lFI
3 Arthur I* Gates, "Reading in Relation to Spelling." A
reprint of the Teachers * Service Bulletin in Reading
,
Vol.VI,
Wo*2, Teachers College Bureau of Publications, Few York, 1988.
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1
It is the opinion of Trabue and Stevens that the teach-
ing of spelling has little place in the first grade. However,
without any direct effort to teach spelling to the beginners,
most of them learn to spell many short simple words most fre-
quently met with in the process of learning to read. Also,
a few children may develop a particular interest in words
themselves and give careful attention to the spelling of new
words as they come across them in Heading, but this type of
interest is quite uncommon,
f
It is Durrell s belief that it is preferable for a child
to develop security in using a small spelling vocabulary which
is suitable to his grade and needed in his written work to
his attempting to master a long list from which confusion
concerning many unrelated words will result.
If ohildren are going to write, they must learn to spell.
Writing one's thoughts is expressed through words and those
3
words need to be spelled. Dolch agrees that children should
learn to spell, but feels that both the amount of words and
the time required in spelling are still to be determined.
T M.ft. "trabue and B.A. Stevens, Spell to Write
.
Book One .
Row, Pederson and Company, Hew York, pp. 4-13.
2 Donald D, Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, Dew York, 3.940, pp.267-
268.
3 E.W. Dolch, Better Spelling . Garbard Press, Champaign,
Illinois, 1942, pp. 1-S.
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1
Miller suggests that the spelling lists be sifted and
unnecessary words removed, using as a basis for work only
the words used by children in their writing*
2
Cronin made a study of the written vocabulary of her
second grade children. The daily writings of these children
were kept for a period of five months. During that time
24,351 running words were tabulated and 1,149 different words
were recorded. Prom this study an attempt was made to develop
a list of words from which a functional spelling vocabulary
could be determined. She found that the one hundred words
most commonly used with a frequency of 15,859 comprised 65
per cent of the total number of words counted. It is her
opinion that the number of spelling errors could be greatly
reduced if the one hundred commonly used words are stressed
in the teaching of second grade spelling and provision made
for their learning.
A knowledge of correct letter formation and skill in
writing these letters are necessary in spelling words.
3
Yoakam and Daw state, "We need to spell only when we write."
Much attention should be given to difficult letters and to
1 Mary Margaret Miller, "Exercises in Auditory and Visual
Training as a Means of Increasing Spelling Facility in Grade
Three," unpublished Master*s Service Paper, Boston University,
School of Education, 1945.
2 Dorothy L. Cronin, "A Study of the Written Vocabulary of
Second Grade Children," unpublished Master* s Service Paper,
Boston University, School of Education, 1946.
3 Gerald A. Yoakam and Seward E. Daw, How Should We Judge An
Elementary Spelling Program? Ginn and Co.
,
Boston, pp.!4-TF.
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those that cause the largest number of confusions*
A child does not start spelling until he has acquired
a wealth of meanings connected with the words he uses. In
reading he connects these meanings with the symbols represent-
ing the words* He starts with the symbols of the words in
the perception stage of spelling. He not only must recognize
the word as he does in reading, but he must get the word in
sufficient detail so that he can reproduce it correctly*
When one reads, it is only necessary to get the meaning of
the word when he sees it; but in spelling he must get every
1
detail of the word form* Fernald considers it to be like
the difference between merely recognizing a person when you
meet him, and paying close enough attention to him so that
you oan describe him in detail afterward.
2
Kirk agrees with the idea for he points out that it is
easy, for instance, to discriminate between the word dog and
the word beautiful
,
but to discriminate between boy and dog
is more difficult. Learning to differentiate the word boy
from the word dog requires a discrimination of the individual
parts in the words*
1 Grace M* ?ernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School
Subjects. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Hew York, and London.
T9'4S, p7 181 .
2 Samuel A* Kirk, Teaching Heading to Slow Learning Children .
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, Boston, 1940
,
p. 75.
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1
Kennedy who worked out a set of exercises for improving
auditory word perception in Grade I also considers this
ability to identify sound elements to be valuable in spelling.
2
Pennell and Cusack remind us that the arguments as to
whether phonetics should or should not be taught have been
long and heated.
Phonics has been frowned upon now and then, and has
receded to the background for a period of time while in
disfavor, but emerges again apparently with new strength
gained from the respite. Right now, phonics is experiencing
3
a fresh surge of popularity. It is Smith’s belief that when
a child is seven years old mentally he has reached the maturity
level at which he can most successfully make use of formal
phonics. This normally would mean the second grade level.
4
Kantner and West think phonetic training under ideal
conditions should be begun in Grade I. If such training can
aocompany reading, writing, and spelling, all in the language
arts area, some of the oonfusions between spelling and pro-
nunciation could be avoided.
1 E.E. Kennedy, "Exeroises for Improving Auditory Word Per-
ception in Grade I," Master’s Service Paper, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, 1945.
2 Mary E. Pennell and Alice M. Cusack, The Teaching of
Reading for Better Living . Houghton Mifflin, Boston ,T535,
pp. 205-‘S$6.
3 Mia Banton Smith, "What About Phonics?" F.E.A. Journal
,
Fovember, 1946, pp. 486-487.
4
Claude E. Kantner and Robert West, Phonetics . Harper and
Brothers, Few York, 1941, p.336.
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Kirk would introduce phonic training only after the
child has learned to read slightly and has acquired a sight
vocabulary of between fifty and one hundred words. He reminds
us that the English language is not entirely a phonetic lan-
guage and some words will have to be taught by sight.
2
It i 8 Gates' opinion that because deaf-mute children do
learn to read without phonetic clues, it is no argument for
neglecting training in phonetics. The normal ohild learns
more effectively if he can utilize both phonetics and visual
clue 8.
3
Goegal in constructing a phonic program indicates that
among other oritioisms of a phonic approach, one is that only
4
84$ of our language is phonetic. However, Kirk recommends
the advisability of a moderate use of phonetics.
5
Durrell adds to this idea that if a ohild has difficulty
in recognizing the individual letters, he is very apt to con-
fuse words in which these letters appear.
T Samuel A. £irk, ojd. oit .
,
pp. 116-121.
2 Arthur I. Gates, "Basal Techniques in Teaching Phonetics,"
Teachers * Service Bulletin in Heading, Ho.9, Yol. 7, May, 1946.
The Macmillan Company, Hew YorET
3 B.S. Goegal, "Construction and Evaluation of a Phonic
Program that Will Promote Independence, unpublished Master's
Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1946.
4 Samuel A. Kirk, o£. oit.
, p. 112.
5 Donald D. Durrell, ££. oit. , p.271.
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Durrell considers that in spelling, it is valuable to be
able to identify sound elements since it enables the child
not only to write the letters from the sound of a word, but
also to observe whether he is omitting or adding sounds or
syllables which are essential. Many children are not at all
aware of the phonetic structure of words and many may never
have noticed that words contain sounds. Thus, many failures
in children's spelling seem to be due to their inability to
recognize sounds within words.
2
Considering these difficulties, Johanson
,
a native of
Sweden, who since coming here has written a number of notable
essays and short stories says, "Pitted against the other
languages I have tackled, English spelling is simplicity
itself#"
3
Durrell warns us that although ear training is given,
the child should realize that many words must be remembered
as visual wholes and that sounding cannot always be depended
on*
In a work-book in which word analysis skills are taught
1 Donald Do Durrell, ojd. oit.
,
p.205.
2 Hugo Johanson, "My Wrestle with English," The Atlantic
Monthly
,
October, 1946, p. 126.
3
Donald D# Durrell, o£* cit.
, p. 271.
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1
at a primer level, Broadbent encourages children to make
lists of words which have common elements. In considering
words suitable for word analysis words, she uses those words
which have been previously introduced into the basal reading
program and which are familiar in meaning to the children.
When words or word elements are pronounced aloud or
silently, the sounds are associated with the visual symbols.
It is the inevitable disposition of children to want to say
2
the words over and over. Gates considers this good practice
in connecting the sound with the symbol.
3
Murphy found that children having specific training in
auditory and visual discrimination during the first six weeks
in the first grade, are superior in reading achievement and
learning rate, compared with others not having such training.
Children in the lower third of the class who had these ex-
periences more than tripled their learning rate of words.
4
Kirk advises the teacher to introduce ear training
before phonics is begun so that the child will know that
words are composed of sounds. The simple sounds should be
introduced first, but there should be no introduction of
T ^anet Broadbent, "A Workbook for Teaching Word Analysis
Skills at the Primer Level," Unpublished Master's Service
Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 1946.
2 Arthur I. Gates, Methods in Primary Reading . Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, Hew York,
1928, pp. 188-189.
3 Helen A. Murphy, "Insuring Success in Beginning Reading,"
H.E.A. Journal
,
October, 1946, pp. 382-383.
4 Samuel A. Kirk, 0£. clt .
,
p. 117.
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soundB that appear infrequently in the primary vocabulary.
1
Biggy made a study in auditory discrimination in which
she established a relative order of difficulty of word elements.
As an instrument for measuring auditory discrimination she
selected the Group Test for Auditory Discrimination designed
2
by Murphy. The relative order of difficulty of twelve initial
consonants as computed from the analysis of the test was on
237 cases, in seven first grade classrooms. The order is aB
follows starting with g which was found to be the easiest :
S r
h 8
p j n
t 1 m
v w
3
Smith established a relative order of difficulty of
word elements in visual discrimination* A series of in-
vestigations was conducted by her with beginning first grade
children in Detroit schools during the school year of 1926-27.
In matching lower case letters she found the following relative
ability starting first with the most difficult* She found
T M*V. Biggy, "The Evaluation of a Relative Order of
Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimination,"
unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, Boston, 1946.
2 Helen A. Murphy, "Group Test for Auditory Discrimination,"
unpublished test, Boston University, 1941.
3 Nila Banton Smith, "Matching Ability as a Factor in First
Grade Reading," Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol.XIX,
Ho. 8, November *
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b, p, q, and d, to be by far the most difficult letters for
children to match, r h f i j n and u are next in diffi-
culty. e v x y k t z and 1 follow, a c w o m s
and g are the least difficult.
1
Carter's impression is that the theory of re-enforcing
visual and auditory imagery with kinaesthetio imagery has been
accepted for a period of years as a sound procedure.
2
Davis thinks it is often wise to have the child close
his eyes as he traces so that his attention can be on the
kinaesthetio and tactile experiences rather than on visual
impressions only which often prove to be detrimental to his
progress. With an orange-wood stick, a teacher can write on
the under part of a child's nonpreferred forearm. This
knowledge of definitely helping a child forms a bond of sym-
pathy between the child and the teacher. It tends to minimize
the ravaging effects of discouraging moments which so constant
ly arrive with many children in their early years of learning.
1 S.R. Carter, "The Construction Tests of Visual Perception,
Auditory Discrimination, and Kinaesthetio Factors to be Used
in Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in Spelling," unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1941.
2 Louise Farwell Davis, "Meeting Suooess Levels in Reading,"
A Monograph on Language Arts
,
Uo. 41, Row, Peterson and Co.,
Few fork, 19^5
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From these studies it is evident that visual and auditory
training are important in learning spelling and that children
vary in these abilities. Therefore, this study is an attempt
to develop a spelling program for slow readers in Grade II.
,
CHAPTER II
THE PLAN OP STUDY
Procedure
A teaching period of approximately seven weeks —thirty-
six days, thirty days for teaching the spelling words plus
six days of review work, was decided upon.
Sixty was arbitrarily chosen as the number of words to
comprise the spelling list. With thirty days provided for
teaching the spelling words, two words each day would be
taught.
Preparatory to this teaching period, provision was made
for twenty-four days of work in auditory and visual discrimina-
tion. Plans were made for the teaching of fifteen initial
consonants, three initial blends and six review lessons.
Thus, with thirty-six days used for spelling and twenty-
four days used in preparatory exercises, a total of sixty days
or twelve weeks was planned.
It seemed to the writer that a similar vocabulary in
reading and spelling would strengthen or increase the learner's
ability. Thus, the vocabulary in "Off We Co” and "Jim and
Judy" was approached and all the words were listed in alpha-
betic order.
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Then three steps were taken, namely;
1. To find how many of these words were among the 100
1
Most Commonly Used Words in Cronin T s study.
2. To find if these words taken from Cronin 1 s list were
2
on Rinsland's list and whether they appeared among
the first or second one hundred of the first 500 of
the first 1,000.
3. To find how many of these words were in the second
3
grade spelling hook, Spelling to Write—Book II.
The vocabulary list follows on page 15.
1 Borothy L. Cronin, "A Study of the Written Vocabulary of
Second Grade Children," unpublished Master's Service Paper,
Boston University, School of Education, 1946.
2 Henry I). Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School
Children. The MacMillan Company, Hew Yor!E7 1945.
3 Arthur Wheeler and C.B. Moore, Spelling to Write
,
Book II.
D.C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1945.
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Vocabulary Cronin’s List
found in of 100 Words
Off We Go*
ancT
Jim and Judy *
Rinsland 1 s
List
15
Grade II
Spelling
List
a
a
about
airplane
airport
all X X X all
am X X X am
an X X
and X X X and
are X X X are
asked
at
away X X X away
b
back
barked
barn
bed
been
an
«
* A. I. Gates, M.B. Huber, C.C. Peardon, Off We Go and Jim and
Judy, The Macmillan Company, Hew York, 1^39.
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Vocabulary Cronin's List Rinsland's Grade II
of 100 Words List Spelling
List
big x xx big
bigger
biggest
birthday
black
bine
boy x xx boy
box
brown
bnildings
bnt
o
calf
oall
cake
came X X X came
can X X X can
car X X X car
cat
chickens
children
city
cow
oook-a-doodle
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Vocabulary Cronin’s List
of 100 Words
cried
cry
cut
d
day X
did X
do X
dog X
door
down
e
eat
eggs
every
f
farm
farmer
faster
father
find
fire X
first X
flew
for X
friends
Rinsland’s Grade II
List Spelling
List
X X day
X X did
X X do
X X dog
x x for
T
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Vocabulary Cronin’s List Rinsland’s Grade II
of 100 Words List Spelling
List
from
fun
£
get x xx
girls
go xxx
good
good-by
got x xx
grade
grandfather
grandmother
gray
h
had x xx
happy
have x x x
hay
he xxx
hens
here
home x x x
horse
x
get
go
got
had
have
he
home
house x X house
1 ' '
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Vocabulary Cronin T s list Rinsland’s Grade II
of 100 Words
how
i
I
ice cream
in X
into
it X
is X
A
Jim
Judy
Jumped
k
know
1
laughed
let
letter
like X
little X
lives
look
list Spelling
list
X X in
X X it
X X is
X X like
X X little
looked
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Vocabulary Cronin T s List Rinsland^ Grade II
of 100 Words List Spelling
List
m
made
make
man X X X man
me X X X me
met
mew
milk
miss
mother X X X mother
my X X X my
n
no
not X X X not
o|
«HO X X X of
off
on X X X on
one X X X one
out X X X out
over
1
•
.
1 '
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Vocabulary Cronin’s list Binsland’s Grade II
of 100 Words List Spelling
List
2
painted
peep
people
played
policeman
present
pull
put
r
X X X put
rabbit X X X rabbit
ran X X X ran
ready
red
ride
right
roof
rooster
s
said
saw X X X saw
school X X X school
',
•
\
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Vocabulary Cronin's list
of 100 Words
Hinsland 1 s
List
Grade II
Spelling
List
see X X X see
send
•
she X X X she
so
some X X X some
something
stick
store X X X store
story
supper
surprises
t
Tags
tell
than
thank
the X X X the
they X X X they
then
threw
this x xx this
time
I
'
.
•
'
Vocabulary Cronin's List
of 100 Words
to x
too
took x
tomorrow
toys
train
twinkle
two x
Rinsland's Grade II
List Spelling
List
X X to
X X took
x x two
u
up X X x up
TL8
w
wagon
want X X X want
was X X X was
way
we
went X X X went
wheels
where
which
white
will x X X will
J»
Vocabulary Cronin f s List Rinsland's Grade II
of 100 Words List Spelling
List
%
window
wife
with x xx with
woods
Z
yellow
yes
you x xx you
r'
The results of this study are as follows:
1# Sixty-two words from the vocabulary list of Off We
So and Jim and Judy were found among Cronin 1 s 100 Most
Commonly Used Words.
2. Of these 62 words, 51 were fotrnd in the first one
hundred of the first 500 of the first 1,000 words on
Rlnsland's List. Because sixty words had been chosen as
the number of spelling words to be taught, nine more words
were needed to make the sixty. Thus nine more words con-
tained in the sixty-two were taken from the second one
hundred of the first 500 of the first 1,000 words on
Binsland f s List. These nine words are: an away oar put
ran rabbit store took two
3. All of the sixty words with the exception of an
were found in the second grade spelling book, Spelling to
Write-Book II .
The next step was to arrange the spelling list in the
order in which these words appear in the vocabulary list.
The spelling list follows on page 26.
:
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
26
and 21 they 41 was
away 22 he 42 man
went 23 house 43 see
to 24 put 44 came
go 25 with 45 did
mother 26 ran 46 took
is 27 can 47 are
this 28 all 48 some
the 29 of 49 am
want 30 have 50 me
car 31 you 51 had
it 32 home 52 she
in 33 an 53 store
like 34 not 54 one
get 35 little 55 two
up 36 got 56 rabbit
on 37 saw 57 boy
for 38 my 58 day
will 39 big 59 school
out 40 do 60 dog
-‘
; :
•
•
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The spelling lessons are arranged as follows:
1. and away
2. went to
3. go mother
4. is this
5. the want
Review I
6. car it
7. in like
8. get up
9. on for
10. will out
Review II
11. they he
12. house put
13. with ran
14. oan all
15. of have
Review III
16. you home
17. an not
18. little got
19. saw my
20. big do
Review IV
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21. was man
22. see came
23. did took
24. all some
25. am me
Review V
26. had she
27. store one
28. two rabbit
29. boy day
30. sohool dog
Review VI
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In order to find the frequency of occurrence of initial
consonants the sixty words were arranged in alphabetic order
as follows:
1 all 21 have 41 rabbit
2 am 22 he 42 saw
3 an 23 home 43 school
4 and 24 house 44 see
5 are 25 in 45 she
6 away 26 it 46 same
7 big 27 is 47 store
8 boy 28 like 48 the
9 came 29 little 49 they
10 can 30 man 50 this
11 car 31 me 51 to
12 day 32 mother 52 took
13 did 33 my 53 two
14 do 34 not 54 up
15 dog 35 of 55 want
16 for 36 on 56 was
17 get 37 one 57 went
18 go 38 out 58 will
19 got 39 put 59 with
20 had 40 ran 60 you
:**
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The frequency of occurrence of initial consonants is
as follows:
b 2
0
—3
a 4
f 1
g—--3
h 5
1
0
k 0
1 2
m 4
n 1
p 1
q 0
r 2
s (6- sh and st - 4)
t (6- 3 th f s =- 3)
v 0
w 5
x -0
z 0
The order of frequency of occurrence is as follows:
h, w 6
s,d,m 4
c,g, t 3
b ,1 , r — 2
f.n.p.y -1
There are fifteen initial consonants and three initial
blends to be taught plus six reviews, making twenty-four
exercises in all.
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The exercises for training in Auditory and Visual
Discrimination are arranged according to the following
31
initial consonants and blends:
1. h
2. w
3. s
Review 1
4. d
5. m
6. o
13. n
14. p
15. y
Review 5
16. sh
17. st
18. th
Review 2 Review 6
7. g
8. t
9. b
Review 3
10 . 1
11. r
12. f
Review 4
i-
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CHAPTER III
EXERCISES AFD LESSONS
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H h
Exercise 1
Say these h words after me.
house heavy how hall
home hear hope having
hill hide hurry hate
Does anyone’s name begin with H ?
Look at home for pictures of things that begin with h.
We will make a chart.
Can you finish these sentences ? The words begin with h. 1/
I live in a big white ( house )
.
My coat is in the ( hall ).
I have a pumpkin for ( Hallowe’en ).
Bees like ( honey ).
The farmer gave his horse some ( hay )
•
On my birthday I was very ( happy )
.
A valentine is shaped like a ( heart )
.
The suitcase is big and f heavy ).
We stopped for lunch at the ( hotel )
.
We drove down a very steep ( hill ).
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Exercise 1
Written exercise
Put a ring around h each time you see it.
n h d h k
a n h k h
h n k h d
b h n h k
h n b k h
Put a ring around the pair of letters which are alike.
b-h b-b h-t d-h
h-h F-h h-b h-k
k-k k-h t-t d-t
t-d d-k h-f f-f
d-d t-f f-h k-1
On the hack of your paper make a line of small h's .
Make a line of capital H f s . Draw two pictures of
things that begin with h.
T.
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Exercise 2
W w
Say these w words after me*
wash water wet wall
will wish wing wonder
went well want would
Each word begins with w.
Does anyone's name begin with W ?
Let us think of our friends. Do their names begin with
W ? Look for pictures of things that begin with w. We
will make a chart.
Can you finish these sentences ? The words begin with w.
He got wet when he fell in the ( water )
.
The fairy gare me three ( wishes )
.
The day after Tuesday is ( Wednesday ).
Father is a man and Mother is a f woman ).
When it rains we close the ( windows ).
On Hallowe'en watoh out for ( witches ).
I can tell time by my ( watch )
.
I am all right, so do not ( worry ).
We go skating in ( winter )
.
The sun sets in the ( west )•
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Exercise 2
Written exercise
Put a ring around w each time you see it.
m w n w
w m T m n
T w m n w
W h w n T
m w n W
Put a ring around the pairs
m-m m-w n-n w-r
m-o w-w r-w m-m
w-r T-T n-m w-n
r-r 01 o COi s-o
c-s 01o u1o 01Q
On the hack of your paper make a line of small w 1 s .
Make a line of capital W' a .
Draw two pictures of things that begin with w .
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Exercise 3
S s
Say these s words after me.
Bing seven six sang
song sick soft sudden
such sell sold some
Each word begins with £. Does anyone’s name begin with
S ? Has anyone a friend whose name begins with S ?
Look at home for pictures of things that begin with e»
for another chart. Can you finish these sentences ?
The words begin with b .
We go to church on ( Sunday )
•
The day is bright and ( sunny ).
Down at the beach we play in the ( sand )
.
It is very warm in ( summer ).
The balloon man has balloons to f sell )
•
We laughed because they story was ( silly )
.
Can you sing a little ( song ) ?
Six and one are ( seven ).
I lost my ticket and I feel very ( sorry )•
Is this the first grade or the ( second ) ?
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Exercise 3
Written exercise
Put a ring around a each time yon see it.
0 s r s 0
s e 0 s r
s c s r e
a 8 r e 8
e a 8 0 8
Put 1a ring around the pairs of letters which are alike.
h-h w-w s-c h-n
n-h s-
s
h-r c-c
s-r e-c e-e a-o
a-e b-b b-h n-n
r-r r-c
t
o-r n-o
On the back Of your paper make a line of small 8*8.
Then make a line of capital 3*8. Draw two pictures
of things that begin with s.
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Review 1
H h W w S s
Game : You Lost Your Shoe with letters h, w, and s.
Choose a child to be it. He says to another child, ’’You have
lost your shoe," to which the child says, "What kind of a
shoe ?" rt answers with an h word
,
"because h is written on
the hoard, like a heavy shoe, a honey shoe, or a Hallowe’en
shoe. The child asking the question becomes It. When the h
words begin to be exhausted, change to w and es. This can go
on indefinitely, the funnier the replies the more they enjoy
It.
We now have charts started for h, w, and s. Let’s look
at them and I will write the names under each picture as you
tell it to me. Let’s have someone read all the words on each
chart.
Written exercise
On your paper, number the lines as far as 15. I will say
15 words. Write only the first letter you hear in each word.
1 water 6 house 11 worry
2 summer 7 wire 12 heavy
3 happy 8 sunny 13 soon
4 Sunday 9 hurry 14 hammer
5 washing 10 8eashore 15 witch
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Heview 1 (concluded)
look at the words on the board:
hay was see happy
she say went we
will want house hill
saw sing he well
has how
Make three rows of words
Write all the h, w, and s words in the right tow.
h. w. s.
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Exercise 4
D a
Say these d words after me.
doll door dust dentist
did day date deaf
done dear does desk
Each word "begins with d.
Does anyone's name begin with D ?
Who knows someone whose name begins with D ?
Do yon know a month that begins with D ? Bring to school
any pictures yon may find of things that begin with d for
a d chart. Here are some riddles. Can yon guess them ?
The answers begin with the letter d.
He takes good care of our teeth, dentist
It is another name for father. Daddy
We call him when we get Biok. doctor
He is a pet who says, "Bow-wow." dog
They like water and say, "Quack, quack." ducks
People eat them for breakfast, doughnuts
Santa Claus comes in this month. December
It is the biggest meal of the day. dinner
It i8 something we eat from, dishes
We open it to go into the house, door
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Exercise 4
Written exercise
Put a ring around d each time yon see it.
h d t d f
d h d k b
b f d h d
d k h d b
d b k f d
Put a ring around the pairs of letters which are alike,
h-d h-h d-h r-r
d-d h-d b-b n-r
b-h h-n n-n
d-b r-h r-n
p-h p-p d-p
b-d
n-d
p-d
On the back of your paper make a line of small d'a .
Make a line of capital D 1 s . Draw two pictures of things
that begin with small d f s .
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Exercise 5
M m
say these m words after me.
many more money Mary
much make meet made
mother moon must move
Each word begins with m.
Does anyone f s name begin with M ? Who has a friend whose
name begins with M ? Who has a birthday in a month that
begins with M ? What day in the week begins with M ? Look
for pictures for an m chart.
The answers to these riddles begin with the letter m.
We spend it at the store. money
It shines at night. moon
He is an animal with a long tail, monkey
We hear it over the radio, music
We drink it every day. milk
We light a bonfire with it. match
Mothers makes them for breakfast, muffins
This is the day we wash our clothes. Monday
He brings letters to our house, mailman
Flowers begin to blossom in this month. May
i
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Exercise 5
Written exercise
Put a ring around m each time you see it.
m n m w r
r m w n m
m r n m w
w r m n m
n m r m n
In each group <draw a line between letters which are
alike.
1. 2. 3. 4.
m—
m
h n m h r s
n—
n
n h m h s r
5. 6. 7. 8.
a h d w w m m n
h d d w w m n m
On the back of your paper make a line of small m's.
Make a line of capital KPjs. Draw two pictures of
things that begin with m.
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Exercise 6
Say these o words after me.
cat cup car cake
come call curl came
corn catoh cart candy
Each word begins with o. Does anyone’s name begin with C
Who knows someone whose name begins with C ?
Who knows a street that begins with C ?
Who knows a place that begins with C ? Look for pioture
for a o chart*
Finish these sentences with words which begin with o.
The boy found a little, black ( cat ) •
Mother poured the coffee into the ( cup )
.
On my birthday Mother baked a ( cake )
.
The farmer went to the pasture for his ( cows ).
Put the dishes in the ( cupboard )•
The house was built by a ( carpenter )
•
In the summer we go to ( camp )
.
Daddy built us a log ( cabin )
•
The man was an old sea ( captain )
•
The boy rode in hiB little red ( cart ).
' d
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Exercise 6
Written exercise
Put a ring around c each time yon see it.
o c e c n
c e o a c
a c e c o
c o c e a
e c o o a
In each gronp draw a line between letters which are
alike.
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 .
co ce cm ss
oo ec cm cc
5 . 6 . 7 . 8 .
oo cs mm eo
oc os nn eo
On the back of yonr paper make a line of small 0*8 .
Make a line of capital C f s. Draw two pictures of things
that begin with o.
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Review 2
Game: You Lost Your Shoe using letters d, m, and c. See
Review 1. Let f s look at our new charts for d, m, and c.
I will write a name under each picture as you tell it to me.
Let's read our six charts for h, w, s, d, m, and o . Whenever
you find a new picture, paste it on the chart on which it
belongs.
Written exercise
On your paper, number the lines as far as 15. Listen
carefully to the fifteen words I am going to say. Write
the first; letter you hear in each word.
1 doughnut 6 candle 11 Mother
2 horrid 7 sorry 12 daisy
3 many 8 muddy 13 carry
4 Sunday 9 winter 14 hurt
5 cunning 10 duck 15 silver
Look at the words on the board :
doll may come Dick
mother can my call
did mine does do
me oar came mud
cat dog
Make three rows of words: write all the d, m, and £ words
in the right row.
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Exercise 7
G g
Say these g words after me.
good garden gay goes
gate gown goat get
game goose gas gun
Each word begins with g.
Does anyone’s name begin with G ?
Who has a friend whose name begins with G ? Let’s see how
many things we can think of that begin with g. Let's look
at home for pictures of things that begin with g. We will
start a chart with g pictures.
Finish these sentences with words that begin with g.
The little children were happy and f gay ).
Yesterday I went to the ball ( game )
.
We stopped on the way to buy ( gas ).
I planted some beans in my f garden )
•
The Three Bears were visited by ( Goldilocks ).
My sister is a little ( girl ).
The ring is made of ( gold ).
When we left we waved ( good-by ).
For Christmas I made a pretty ( gift ).
The grass in the yard was eaten by the farmer's ( goat ).
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Exercise 7
Written exercise
Put a ring around g each time you see it.
g P 8 7 3
7 8 P g J
8 7 P J g
P g g y g
g P g y g
Put a ring around each word that begins with g.
1. 2o 3. 4.
girl see sun gay
we gun in me
goes get good go
no run game us
On the "back of your paper make a line of small g 1 s.
Then make a line of capital O' s. Draw two pictures
things that begin with £•
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Exercise 8
T t
Say these t words after me.
top take tell told
taxi town talk tall
turtle tooth tent tough
Each word begins with
Does anyone* s name "begin with T ?
Do you know someone whose name begins with T ?
Let’s see how many things we can name which begin with t.
Let us find pictures of things that begin with t for our
chart*
The answers to these riddles begin with t.
I sit on the stove and sing* teakettle
People wind me up and I spin. top
Children brush me every day. teeth
People ride in me and go fast* taxi
I am slow and live in a shell, turtle
Scouts use me to sleep in. tent
I am a vegetable that grows in the ground, turnip
You think of me on Thanksgiving. turkey
I am the day after Monday. Tuesday
I am red and juicy and grow in your garden, tomatoes
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Exercise 8
Written exercise
Put a ring around t each time you see it.
f t 1 k
t h t 1
1 t k t
f 1 t t
t k t f
t
k
f
k
1
Put a ring around each word that begins with t.
1. 2. 3. 4.
tag love take little
like too fun fill
tell tin tall two
fall fly red ten
On the back of your paper draw a line of small t 1 s .
Make a line of capital T's .
Draw two pictures of things that begin with t •
t>T
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Exercise 9
B b
Say these b words after me
baby ball back bam
best been belt bom
bow boat buy birthday
Each word begins with b.
Does anyone's name begin with capital B ?
Who knows someone's name that begins with B ?
Do yon know any places that begin with B ?
Let's make a list of all the things we know of that begin
with b. Look at home for pictures of things that begin with
b for our b chart#
Finish these sentences with words that begin with b .
My little sister is a ( baby )•
I had a party on my ( birthday )•
We rode on the pond in a ( boat )•
The farmer keeps his cows in the ( bam ).
On May day I received some pretty May ( baskets )•
The Boys are having a game of ( baseball )•
For Easter Daddy gave me a ( bunny )
•
We bought some bread at the ( bakery )
•
The boy rode to school on his ( bicycle ).
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Exercie 9
Written exercise
Put a ring around b each time you see it.
b t h b f
h b t b d
t h b d b
f b d h b
P b h b d
Cross out the word which <
others.
1. boy ball does
2. bird bell be
3. bill doll bat
4. bag but hat
5. big dig bow
not begin the same as the
best
hall
box
put
bug
On the back of your paper make a line of small b * s .
Then make a line of capital B's .
Draw two pictures of things that begin with b.
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Review 3
Gg Tt Bb
Game: You Lost Your Shoe
,
using letters t, and b. See
Review 1.
Let 1 s look at our new charts for g, t, and b. I will write
a name under each picture as you tell it to me* We now have
nine charts for h, w, s f d, m, o, g, t, and b. Let’s read
them all.
Written exercise
Are you a good listener ? On your paper, number the
lines as far as fifteen. I will say fifteen words. Write
only the first letter you hear in each word.
1 table 6 town 11 turnip
2 butter 7 gum 12 gasoline
3 get 8 belt 13 barn
4 burn 9 turtle 14 taxi
5 gown 10 garage 15 box
On the back of your paper is a matching game. Draw a
line from a word in the first row to a word in the second
row which begins with the same letter.
1.
2.
1 house 1 goes
2 was 2 can
3 see 3 boy
4 does 4 will
5 may 5 hay
6 come 6 tag
7 girl 7 mother
8 toy 8 saw
9 baby 9 doll
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Exercise 10
I 1
Say these 1 words after me.
little love like lent
learn lift lame luck
listen late left line
Each word begins with 1.
Does anyone 1 s name begin with L ?
Let*
s
think of all the girls' names that begin with 1.
What boys' names begin with 1 ?
Let's look at our charts and read the words under the pictures.
Let us do this every day.
Finish these sentences with words that begin with 1.
I take books from the ( library )
•
If you win you will be ( lucky ).
We went for a boat ride on the ( lake ).
At the party we drank ( lemonade )
•
My mother is a ( lady ).
The kitten sat in my ( lap ) •
The man from Spain does not speak our ( language )
.
The house was built of ( lumber ).
In our garden we have fresh ( lettuce ).
You can hear the story if you will ( listen )•
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Exercise 10
Written exercise
Put a ring around each word that begins with 1#
1 . 2. 3. 4.
little love tell top
tall lot live late
like hill kind hum
tot turn lady lost
Cross out the word which does not begin the same as
the others*
1 like little love best
2 look take long land
3 lay HP kind low
4 lost late house leg
5 lake letter kitten let
On the back of your paper make a line of small 1*
s
.
Make a line of capital L 1 s .
Draw two pictures of things that begin with 1*
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Exercise 11
Say these r words after me*
run rough rent roof
room rest rock ruler
read rug radio rooster
Each word begins with r. Does anyone T s name begin
with R ? How many things can yon think of which begin
with r ? Try to find as many r pictures as yon can.
What am I ? Can yon guess ?
I am a red flower and grow on a bush, rose
I am the very tip-top of your house. roof
I am twelve inches long. I go to school and children make
straight lines with me. ruler
I get up early and orow. rooster
I am very hard. Sometimes I am big. You must never throw
me. rock
You listen to me because I talk and sing and tell stories.
I look like a box. radio
I am little and red and grow in the ground in your garden.
You eat me raw. radish
I am on the living room floor. People walk on me. rug
I am blacko I am twins. Children wear me when it rains,
rubbers
I serve food. Many people visit me every day. restaurant
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Exercise 11
Written exercise
Put a ring around each word that "begins with r.
1 2 3 4
rug can come ran
not run now does
rat man red rest
cow rub read new
Cross out the word that does not begin the same
others.
1 red rest not real
2 read rub rim came
3 run nest rich rise
4 ran rose now rust
5 rat ran can red
On the back of your paper make a line of small
Make a line of capital S f s.
Draw two pictures of things that begin with r.
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Exercise 12
F f
Say these f words after me.
fun find first fill
fine fudge fight four
fall five fast fender
Each word begins with f . Whose name begins with F
What things begin with f ? look for f pictures at home.
Finish these sentences with words which begin with f •
At the party we had lots of f fun ).
We like to ride ( fast ).
Two and two make ( four )
•
I want a ring on my ( finger ).
At the candy story I bought some ( fudge )
•
You may go home when your work is ( finished ).
Por our living room we bought some new ( furniture ).
Valentine Day is in f February ).
Pour and one are f five )
•
Many trees grow in a ( forest )
•
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Exercise 12
Written exercise
Put a ring around each f word that you see.
1 fill see goes far
2 first fun yes you
3 fire two four does
4 get tree too five
5 then fine kind fig
Match these words with f words.
man an bill - ill
mine ine tall - all
car ar sun - un
On the haok of your paper make a line of sma
Then make a line of capital P's.
Draw two pictures of things that begin with f.
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Review 4
60
Game: Yon Lost Your Shoe with the letters 1, r, and f.
We now have twelve oharts started so far. Let’s look at onr
three latest oharts for 1, r, and f. I will write a name
under each picture as you tell it to me* Let’s read all our
charts today* When we write stories and we need to use
these words, we shall know where to find them*
Written exercise
On your paper number the lines as far as 20* I will say
twenty words. Write only the first letter you hear of each
word*
1 running 11 lettuce
2 hunny 12 robin
3 lullaby 13 turtle
4 hustle 14 baby
5 faded 15 library
6 terrible 16 rocks
7 roaring 17 fireman
8 listen 18 lollipop
9 governor 19 funny
10 fourteen 20 really
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Review 4 (concluded)
61
On the hack of your paper is a matching game. Draw
a line from a word in the first row to a word in the second
row which begins with the same letter*
1 2
1 tell 1 baby
2 red 2 fun
3 like 3 gun
4 boy 4 ride
5 fill 5 mine
6 gay 6 little
7 can 7 tall
8 mother 8 doll
9 did 9 come
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Exercise 13
Say these n words after me.
nice never nurse nest
now note night nothing
next name nose noon
Each word begins with n.
Whose name begins with H ?
Who knows someone whose name begins with IT ?
Do yon know the names of places which begin with IT ?
Finish these words with letters which begin with n.
I read it in the ( newspaper )
•
The sqnirrel is gathering ( nuts )•
In the tree is a bird’s (nest).
The ice cream costs a ( nickel ).
We drove carefully because the road was so ( narrow )
.
I could build my doll house if I had some ( nails )
.
I am Tom. What is your ( name ) ?
She wears a chain around her ( neck ).
For the picnic we used paper ( napkins )
•
His mother punished him because he was ( naughty ).
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Exercise 13
Written exercise
Put a ring around each n word that you see,
1 nuts does name neat
2 runs now saw not
3 goes near new send
4 nest got ride was
5 never come nurse our
Match these words with n words •
but - ut cap - ap
best -est game -ame
hot -ot wet -et
On the back of your paper make a line of sm<
Make a line of capital IT 1 s.
Draw two pictures of things that begin with n .
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Exercise 14
P P
Say these p words after me*
poem
put
pain
pill
pet
pole
post
puff
push
party
penny
pony
Each word begins with £. How many girls 1 names begin
with P ? How many boys T names begin with P ? Let 1 8 read
our charts which we have been making each day. let's start
with our first chart and read the names under each picture.
We now have thirteen charts started. Let f s read the different
letters for our oharts, - h, w, s, d f m, o, g, t, b, 1, r,
f, and n.
What am I ? Can you guess ?
I am a tree with needles. pine
I am a happy time with a birthday cake® party
I am small, round, and brown. You spend me but you can't get
very much for me. penny
I am tiny and have four legs. I can bark. puppy
I grow in a shell. Children chew me. Squirrels like me, too.
peanuts
Nearly everyone eats me every day. I grow in the ground until
the farmer digs me up. potatoes
I am little. The doctor gives me to sick people. pill
I am big and round and yellow. Mother puts me in pies for
Thanksgiving. pumpkin
People eat me. I am sour. pickles
I carry money for people. pocketbook
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Exercise 14
Written exercise
Put a ring around each p word that you see©
1 party ran pen with
2 come pretty call so
3 park house pussy do
4 home pet ride pan
5 hay pill pen girl
Match these words with p words.
win - in ran -an
cup -up jump -ump
hill -ill hop -op
On the back of your paper make a line of small p T s.
Then make a line of capital P T s.
Draw two pictures of things that begin with p
•»» • «r .
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Exercise 15
Y y
Say these y words after me*
yard your year young
you yell Yankee yellow
yet yes yarn yesterday
Each word begins with jr.
Let's look at the charts we have been making. Choose a chart
and see if yon oan read it.
Finish these sentences with words which begin with y •
The canary is f yellow )
•
The man is old and the boy is ( young ).
This is mine and that is ( yours )•
Does this belong to ( you ) ?
It happened ( yesterday ).
When I am sleepy, I ( yawn )
•
The sweater is made of ( yarn ).
I play in my own ( yard ) •
I was in the first grade last ( year ).
The bread rises because it has ( yeast ).
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Exercise 15
Written exercise
Cross out the word that does not belong with the others.
1 yes yellow yell jump
2 yard yet you joy
3 your good yet yell
4 yawn gay yellow yours
5 yard yours goes yet
yellow your
yard yes
Fill the blanks with y words.
I play in my
.
Is this book ?
The bird is
.
I said " " to my mother.
On the back of your paper make a line of small y 1 s.
Then make a line of capital Y 1 s .
Draw two pictures of things that begin with y •
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Review 5
Nn Pp Yy
Game: You Lost Your Shoe with letters n, p, and y.
Look at the three latest charts we made for n, p, and y.
I will write a word under each picture as you tell it to me.
Let*
s
read all our charts today. We now have fifteen charts.
When we need to use a word in a story we are writing, we
shall find these charts to he very good helpers.
Written exercise
On your paper, number the lines as far as twenty. Listen
to the twenty words which I say. Write only the first letter
you hear in each word.
1 fairy 11 middle
2 never 12 party
3 lemonade 13 canary
4 yesterday 14 girl
6 rough 15 daughter
6 nearly 16 table
7 willing 17 yellow
8 butter 18 touoh
9 hurricane 19 polish
10 basket 20 Saturday
On the baok of your paper are some words for you to
match with words that rhyme.
now
yell
nut
fun
pill
run
lad
boy
tall
get
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Exercise 16
sh
Say these words after me. Each word begins with sh
shout shine shall ship
shave share shame shut
shady shirt shook sheep
Finish these sentences with words that begin with sh •
He went across the sea in a ( ship )•
When it is hot I try to find a place in the ( shade )
.
Wool comes from ( sheep )
.
A man who looks after the sheep is a ( shepherd ).
The man works in a ( shop )
.
The coat is old and ( shabby ).
Please keep the door ( shut ).
When I divided the candy, each one had his ( share ).
On pleasant days the sun ( shines ).
Father works on the night ( shift )•
Written exercise
Put a ring around each word that begins with sh.
1. sheet sly star swim
2. skip shall shade ship
3. shop slow shine storm
4. still start stick sheep
5. snow she sniff stuff
Match these words with sh words.
my y
hop op
but ut
mine ine
bed ed

St
Exercise 17
Say these words after me* Each word begins with st
store storm step stick
stiff stop stay stuff
stuck stage stood steep
Finish the sentences with words which begin with st .
I bought some groceries at the ( store ).
We stayed in the house during the ( storm )•
We gave a play on the ( stage )
•
The hill is very ( steep )•
The church bell is in the ( steeple ).
Keep away from the bees or you will get ( stung ).
Her dress is the latest ( style )
•
Don't tumble down the ( stairs ).
At night we see the ( stars )
•
How long can you ( stay ) ?
Written exercise
Put a ring around each word that begins with st .
1 shop sky store skip
8 star stone shy steep
3 shy stop slow story
4 snow show still stand
5 stay ship stick step
Match these words with st words
jump ump car
_
ar
play ay mill ill
shop ay sing ing
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Exercise 18
th
Say these words after me. Each word begins with th .
then they that their
there this the thus
them these those thou
Finish these sentences with words that begin with th •
It happens every now and ( then )•
Shall I go this way or ( that ) ?
We wandered here and ( there )
•
Dose is a word that rhymes with ( those ).
We like to sing, "My Country T Tis of ( Thee )."
The little Quaker said, "thee,” and (”thou")
Do you know the song, "Over ( There ") ?
Do we start the game or do ( they ) ?
The hook belongs to us and not to ( them )
.
It is ours and not ( theirs )
.
Written exercise
1* then tell this there
2. two that train stop
3. try twin shine chair
4. them the chop these
5. trip she they chin
Make a list of th words which
;
Put a ring around th
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
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Beview 6
sh st th
Game : Yon Lost Yonr Shoe with blends sh, st and th.
Written exercise
On yonr paper, number the lines as far as 15. Listen
carefully to the words I am going to say. This time write
the first letters of each word yon hear.
1. starch 6 . that 11. stable
2. shovel 7. shoot 12. shine
3. stumble 8. this 13. story
4* there 9. steam 14. then
6 . shanty 10. shadow 15. shaggy
Look at the word
8
on the board :
sheet that shoe they
stay shine store then
sheep story this star
stop there ship shop
them step
Make three rows of words. Write all of the sh
,
st, and
th words in the right row 0
sh st th
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Lesson 1
and away
Our spelling words are and and away . Look at the words.
Say them, then spell them: and a-n-d ; away a-w-a-y. What
is the last letter in and ? Here are some words whioh match
and. Say them after me.
band hand land
stand sand grand
What is the last letter in and
Bo these words match and ?
bank sand bend
hand send thank
ran land bend
end thank sand
crank tend stand
And is a one-syllable word.
Away is a two-syllable word.
That means away has two parts a - way. I will say some one
syllable words. You may say them after me.
and run go now we
they them ran does fun
How I will say some two-syllable words. You may say them
after me.
away running dinner today
supper playing hurry quickly
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Lesson 1 (continued)
Yes or Ho
Game: I will say two words and ask you if they match* For
example, if I say ” and - sand” you would say, "Yes*" If I
say, "and- bend” you would say, ”Ho«” Each one will have a
turn# Every one you get right counts one point for the class.
Each one you miss counts one for me.
Do these words match ?
and-band and- send and- sand
away-play and-land away-tray
and-thank away-gay and-rang
and-bend away-hay away-toy
away-stay away-boy away-high
away-try away-my and-grand
Look at and. Write it on your desk with your pencil.
Close your eyes and write it. How look at away . Write it
on your desk with your pencil. Close your eyes and write it.
Written Exercise
Write each spelling word three times.
and 1. 2. 3.
away 1. 2. 3.
Make these words match and
b s 1
st—- h gr
Make these words match way in away
d— pr— g~ gr—
P— b— li- 1—
m
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lesson 2
went to
Our spelling words are went and to • Look at the words
Say them, then spell them: went w-e-n-t; and to t-o.
Say these sentences after me :
I went home early.
They went far away.
I wrote a letter to my aunt.
Please give the book t^o me.
Went and to are both one-syllable words. Here are some
more one-syllable words* Say them after me; and buy
oome do yes with they us me mine
Went begins with w. Here are some more words that begin
with w. Say them after me*
will well were win
wash wet with wear
want was wall week
All of these words begin with what letter ?
What is the last letter in went ?
Thesei words end with t. Say them after me.
hat hot cat cut
but fit sit shot
hurt flat put fight
What letter do these words end with *?
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Lesson 2 (continued)
Do these words match went ?
tent can 1 1 mend aunt
sent spent rent send
spend plant don 1 1 hent
lend hunt lent dent
Look at went. Write it with your finger on the desk
Look at to>. Write it with your finger on your desk.
Written Exercise
Put a ring around went each time you see it.
ride went said went
went and away went
ride went and went
went said went ride
Put a ring around to each time you see it.
to it to on to
at to it in to
on to it to to
to it to to at
Write each spelling word three times,>
went 1. 2 . 3.
to 1. 2 . 3.
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Lesson 3
go mother
Our spelling words are go and mother . Look at the words*
Say them, then spell them
:
go, g-o; mother
,
m-o-t-h-e-r.
Go is a one-syllable word* Mother is a two-syllable word.
There are two parts moth and er. Say them.
Which of these words begins like go
done gun burn
best get desk
dull curl girl
name home game
left give sift
fern seen gone
What is the last syllable in mother
Here are some more words that end in er. Say them.
sister brother helper
teacher cleaner father
beaver worker hunter
weather winter dresser
Look at go. Write it on your desk with your finger.
Look at mother . Write it in the same way.
Written Exercise
Write each spelling word three times.
go 1 * 2. 3*
mother 1. 2* 3*
Pill the blanks with the right letter, m-ther moth-r m-t-er
mo-her mo—er -o-her mot-er moth— m-th-r
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Lesson 4
is
Our spelling words are is and this • Look at the words,
say them, then spell them : Ijj i-s; this , t-h-i-s •
They are one-syllable words. They look something alike, don't
they ? In is the s sounds like z. Say i_s. In this is
sounds like iss. Say it. The words sound different but they
look alike because the little word i£ is in this . Say these
sentences after me.
The sun i£ shining.
This morning I got up early.
My mother made this dress.
Is it my turn ?
Mother is working.
Where is he ?
I like this book.
It is exciting.
What are the first two letters in this ? Here are some words
which begin with th and sound like this.
then them these
there that those
they than thou
Look at ijs. Write it on your desk with your finger. Look
at this . Write it the same way.

lesson 4 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a ring around is each time you see it.
go is to it is
is to is go is
go is it is at
in it is an is
Put a ring around this each time you see it.
too this said this
fun this too thiB
this off this too
too this this we
Write each spelling word three times.
is 1. 2* 3.
this 1. 2. 3.
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Lesson 5
the want
Our spelling words are the and want. Look at the words,
say them, then spell them: the t-h-e; want w-a-n-t.
The and want are one-syllable words.
These words begin like the . Say them after me:
then they them this
that than there these
thou those though their
Say these sentences :
What do you want ?
They want to play games.
The old man is in want .
He died for want of food*
They do not want for anything.
She yawned for want of sleep.
Look at the . Write it with your finger on the desk.
Look at want . Do it the same way.
Written Exercise
In each list put a ring around the words which are alike.
Then write the word at the bottom of the list.
1. 2. 3.
the SO this
too the want
the and too
ride the want
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Lesson 5 (concluded)
Written Exercise
In each list put a ring around the words which are
alike® Then write the word at the bottom of the list.
4. 5. 6.
said the want
want this went
we the away
want too want
away off said
Write eaoh spelling word three times.
the 1. 2. 3.
want 1. 2. 3.
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Review 1
and went go is the
away to mother this want
Match these words with spelling words*
1* tent
2* so
3. say
4* other
5 • land
6* do
1* Put a cirole around went *
2* Put a line under this *
3* Put a cross on want *
4* Draw a line through is *
5* Draw a line from to to go .
6. Draw a line from this to the .
7* Draw a line from go to is .
Write the words from dictation.
1 *
2 .
3*
4.
5.
7.
8 .
9.
10 *
11 .
6 . 12
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Lesson 6
oar it
Our spelling words are oar and it. Look at the words,
say them, then spell them: car o-a-r; it i-t.
Here are some words which match car . Say them after me, as
I write them:
"bar far jar tar star scar
Look at them and tell me what is the same in each word.
Let us think of some words which match i_t. It; will he
in each word you give me.
bit fit hit mit pit sit quit
Game: Yes or No . Do these words match ? If your answer
is correct it counts one point for you. If you miss, it
counts one point for me.
car - bar car- jar oar-her
it - spit it - skip it- whip
car - far oar-fir oar - blur
it - wit it - wet it - fit
oar - star oar - tar it - sit
it - bit it - dip car -sir
Look
Look
at car,
at it.
Write it with your finger
Do the same.
on the desk.
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lesson 6 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a circle around car each time you see
bar car air car far
oar her car tar fir
her oar scar stir car
oar blur oar stair oar
far car sir car her
Put a circle around it each time you see it
it at mat it but
out it up it not
hot at it is it
at get it bat it
cat it in it mit
Write each word three times ••
oar 1. 2. 3.
it 1. 2. 3«
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Lesson 7
in like
Our spelling words are in and like . Look at the
words, say them, then spell them : in i-n; like 1-i-k-e.
In and like are one-syllable words. Think of some words
which match in. In will be a part of each word. I will
write the words.
pin tin win sin spin skin
Someone may draw a cirole around in in eaoh word.
Here are some words which match like :
bike dike hike Mike spike
What is the same in eaoh word ?
Someone may draw a circle around the parts that are the same
I will begin a sentence. You may finish it with a word
which matches like .
I know a boy whose name is
•
He rode to school on his
•
The scouts went on a
•
A big nail is called a
.
In Holland, the sea is kept out by a
•
Game : Yes or Ho. Do these words match ? Listen carefully
like
like
- bike
- bite
like - hike
like - tight
like - kite
like - night
like - dike like - might like - wipe
like - hide like - ride like - spike
like - Mike like - white like - pike
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Lesson 7 (concluded)
Look at In. Write it with your finger on the desk. Look
at like and do the same.
Written Exercise
Put a ring around the words that are alike. Then write
the word under each list.
1. 2. 3. 4.
in take bike is
on like like in
in look let it
it like like in
5. 6. 7. 8.
in like it look
it hike in like
is take i s book
in like in like
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lesson 8
get tip
Our spelling words are get and tip . Look at the words,
say them, then spell them : get g-e-t; up u-p .
They are one-syllable words. Here are some words that match
get . Listen to them :
bet let met net vet yet pet set wet
I will write them on the board. In each word what is the
same ? Someone may draw a circle around that part.
Here are some words that match up :
cup pup. I will write them. Up is the same part in each
word. Someone may draw a circle around up .
Game: Yes or Do . Do these words match ?
get - met get - let
up - out get - wet
get - pep up - pup
up - top get - red
get - set up - rub
up - oup
get - step
net - vet
get - yet
up -cub
Look at get . Write it on your desk with your finger.
Look at up. Do the same.
Written Exercise
Put a red line under get . Put a blue line under up.
1 .
vet get set get up
up get up wet get
let up met get up
up get up met get
got get up pup get
up sat up get bet
pup
> get
2.
up get
three times
3.
up yet
Write up 3 times.
1. “TV 3.
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Lesson 9
on for
Our spelling words are on and for . Look at the words,
say them, then Bpell them : on o-n; for f-o-r. What
little word is in for ? On and for are one-syllable words.
Listen to these words. They all begin like on .
off odd of ought office
offer October often
They all begin alike. With what letter do they begin ?
Listen to these words. They all begin. like for.
fun fat fall fell fan far fill
fist full fast first feel
They all begin with f . What is the last letter in for
Here are some words that iend in r . Say them after me.
car far fur war bar
her sir stir purr spur
Look at on. Write it on the desk with your finger.
Look at for and do the same.
Written Exercise
Draw a circle around the words that are alike. Then write the
word below each list.
1. 2. 3. 4.
fun on for fur
far in fan for
far on far fat
for it for for
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Lesson 9 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Draw a circle around the words that are alike# Then write
the word below each list#
5. 6. 7. 8.
on is fun on
in in for of
it in for of
on on for off
Write on three times.
1. 2. 3.
Write for three times.
1. 2. 3.

Lesson 10
will out
Our spelling words are will and out * Look at the
words, say them, then spell them; will w-1-1-1; out o-u-t.
They are one-syllable words. What little word is in will ?
Let us build some words with ill . Tell me your words. I
will write them as you say them. bill fill hill Jill
kill mill pill still chill spill .
Let us say these words and spell them. Someone may draw
a circle around ill in each word.
Listen to these words. Each one matches out : scout -
pout- trout- stout- about- shout- spout. I will write them.
Someone may put a ring around out in each word.
Look at out . Write it on your desk with your finger.
Look at will and do the same.
Written Exercise
Lg around will when you see it.
will well wall will
with will will well
will with went will
wall will with will
wool will will wall
will wise wilt will
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Lesson 10 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a ring around out
own out off out
out odd out own
one out out off
out own one out
our out own out
out our out one
Write will three times*
1 . 2. 3.
Write out three times*
1. 2. 3.
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Review 2
car in get on will
it like up for out
Match these words with spelling words.
1. chin 5. scout
2. hike 6. fill
3. cup 7. sit
4. set 8. far
1. Put a circle around on.
2. Put a line under for.
3. Put a cross on like.
4. Draw a line through out.
5. Draw a line from car to like •
6. Draw a line from ujd to on.
7. Draw a line from for to will •
Write the words from dictation.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
6 12
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Lesson 11
they he
Our spelling words are they and he. Look at the words,
say them, then spell them: they t-h-e-y; he h-e. They
and he are one-syllahle words. Here are some words that
begin like they . Listen and say them after me:
then this that these
there those them than
All of these words begin with th. Look at they . Write it
with your finger on your desk. Close your eyes and write it.
Keep your eyes olosed and spell it. These words match he.
Listen and say them while I write them :
be me we she
What part is the same in each word ? Someone may put a ring
around e. Write lie on your desk with your finger. Write
they again.
Written Exercise
Put a ring around they .
they them that they there
this they they them they
they that this they these
these they those they that
they this they there then
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Lesson 11 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a ring around
we she
be he
we she
me we
he me
Write they three times.
1. 2. 3.
Write he three times.
2 .
he.
he me he
she me he
he he me
he she me
he we he
1 3

Lesson 12
95
house put
Our spelling words are house and put « Look at the
words, say them, then spell them: house h-o-u-8-e; and
put p-u-t. House and put are one- syllable words. House
begins with h. Tell me some words that begin with h.
And here are some names that begin with h: Harry, Harold,
Herbert, Helen, Henry, Heidi.
There are two letters in house that say ou. What are they ?
Here are some words with ou in them. Say them after me and
I will write them.
out ground loud
scout hound proud
shout found mouth
pout sound south
Let us name them again. Someone may put a ring around ou
in each word*
Look at house . Write it on your desk with your finger.
Close your eyes and write it.
What does put begin with ?
Tell me some words that begin with p. And here are some
names that begin with P : Paul, Peter, Patricia, Pauline,
Patrick. What is the last letter in put ?
Here are some words that end in t: hit- sit- foot- but-
shut- cat- cut -met-wet.
Look at put . Write it on your desk with your finger. Close
your eyes and write it.
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Lesson 12 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a red line under house
.
Put a blue line under put.
house put house mouse
put pit house put
pup put put house
house pat put put
put house but house
pup mouse house put
Fill in the missing letters.
P~t ho-se p-t
h-use hou-e h-u- e
ho- 8- h— se p-t
Write house three times*
1* 2. 3.
Write put three times.
1 . 2 3
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Lesson 13
with ran
Our spelling words are with and ran . Look at the words,
say them, then spell them* with w-i-t-h; ran r-a-n •
With and ran are one-syllable words. ? With ends with th •
Listen for the th sound in these words; say them .
with smooth father
mother brother other they
them bother there this
Write with on your desk with your finger.
What little word is in ran ?
Let us build some words with an ;
pan fan man ran tan
Dan Wan can plan bran
What part is the same in each word ? Someone may put a
ring around an. Close your eyes and write ran on your
Written Exercise
Make these an words.
o— D— p— th— f— m— t— W— br
—
pi
—
Put a ring around the word in each line that does not belong
with the others
win
•
with tin pin
mill will with fill
run fun ran sun
wall tall fall with
sit with bit hit
Copy the words twice under each word •
ran with ran with ran with
1. 1 . 1 . 1 . 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
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Lesson 14
can all
Our spelling words are can and all . Look at the
words, say them, then spell them : can c-a-n; all a-1-1.
Can and all are one- syllable words. What little word is
in can ? Let us see how many words you can think of that
match oan and I will write them. Someone may put a ring
around an in each word. Now let us build some all words.
You tell me the words and I will write them. Let us read
them. Someone may erase ball; someone may erase fall.
Continue through the list.
Game: Yes or No . Do these words match ? Let's see who
will win, you or I ?
all - ball can-ran all-tall
can - men all-fill tan-ten
all - bell can-man all - wall
oan - when all - pull can - win
can - hen all - fill can - pan
all - fall oan - pin all - stall
Written Exercise
Put a ring around each word that matches oan.
men run man tan bran
Dan pan ten plan than
fan sun gun Nan pen
Make these all words.
b f——— h—- st—— c— w— t—* sm—
«

Lesson 15
of have
Our spelling words are o_f and have . Look at the words,
say them, then spell them: of o-f; have h-a-v-e.
Of and have are one-syllable words. Say these sentences
after me.
I have a little kitten.
Have you a puppy ?
Will you have lunch now ?
It is quarter of nine.
Some £f the children went home.
Do you want some of my cookies ?
Do you hear the v in have ?
Here are some words with v in them. Listen for the v sound
and say the words after me.
gave brave save cover
dove weave leave sliver
sieve Dave glove wave
Look at have. Write it with your finger on the desk.
Then close your eyes and write it. Look at of. f sounds
like v here. Write of with your finger on your desk.
Write it again. Close your eyes and write it.
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lesson 15 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Write the Spelling words twice under each word.
of have of
1 . 1 . 1 .
2 • 2 • 2 •
have of have
1 . 1 . 1 .
2 . 2 . 2 .
Eill the blanks with the right spelling word.
1. you a kitten ?
2. I two baby kittens.
3. One them likes to play.
4. One the kittens ran away.
07 .. /
.
ftV r a
.
'
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Review 3
they house with can
he put ran all
Put a ring around with .
Put a line under have .
Put a cross on they .
Draw a line through of .
Draw a line from he to house .
Draw a line from can to of .
Draw a line from they to put .
Match these words three times.
he ran all
1 . 1 . 1 .
2 . 2 . 2 .
3 • 3 . 3
.
Write the words from dictation.
1. 7.
2 . 8 .
3. 9.
4. 10.
5. 11.
of
have
6 . 12
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Lesson 16
homeZ2H
Our spelling words are you and home . Look at the words,
say them, then spell them; you y-o-u; home h-o-m-e.
You and home are one-syllable words. Here are some words
that begin the same as you . Say them after me. young-
yellow- yesterday- yell- yet- yes- your- They all begin with
y • Look at you . What letter makes no sound ? Write the
word with your finger on the desk. Close your eyes. Can
you see the word ? Write it.
Here are some words which begin like home . Say them after
me: house- heavy- hurry- hello- hope- horn.
They all begin with h. Which letter makes no sound ?
Write home on your desk. Close your eyes and write it.
What is the third letter in home ? Make m on your desk
three times.
Written Exercise
Write the Spelling words twice under each word. Put a ring
around each m in home.
you home you home you home
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
Fill the blanks to make the Spelling words,
h-me yo- ho-e
y-u h—e y—
y—horn- h—
e
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lesson 17
an not
Our spelling wordB are an and not . Look at the words,
say them, then spell them: an a-n; not n-o-t. An and
not are one-syllahle words. Every word has a vowel in it.
a ® A. £ H. are vowels. Say these vowels with
me. Sometimes £ is a vowel, too. What vowel is in an ?
What vowel is in not ? I will write some words on the
hoard. You may find the vowel in each word and put a ring
around :it.
man and car in
did went it up
me go get not
to the will he
put run all of
Read the words with vowel a.
Read the words wi th vowel e.
Read the words with vowel i.
Read the words with vowel £.
Read the word8 with vowel u.
What are a e i c> and u called ?
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Lesson 17 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Make six words with an in them.
1. 2. 3.
4. 5. 6.
Make these words match not
d— P~ sh
—
tr--
h— sp~ t— 1—
Write not three times
1. 2. 3.
Put a ring around n
Put a line under t
. :
—
.
'
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Lesson 18
little got
Our spelling words are little and got . Look at the words
say them, then spell them : little 1-i-t-t-l-e; got g-o-t
Little is a two-syllable word. Say it after me: lit tie.
Every word has a vowel in it. Some words have more than
one vowel in them. What vowel is in the first syllable ?
What vowel is in the next syllable ? Here are some words
ending in tie like little . Say them after me.
bottle whittle cattle battle settle kettle.
These are two-syllable words. Look at little . Write it
on your desk. Close your eyes. Can you "see" the first
syllable ? Can you "see" the next syllable ? Write little
with your eyes closed. Look at got . It is a one-syllable
word. What vowel is in got ? With what letter does it
end ?
Game: Yes or No . Do these words end the same as got ?
hot not spot
hop sit pop
nod top pod
met rod Bet
mad pot kid
did bud mud
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Lesson 18 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Write little three times.
1. 2. 3.
Put a ring around tie .
Put a line under it .
Make six words which match got .
1. 2. 3.
4 . 5 . 6 .
Put a ring around ot
Put a ring around the vowels in these words.
we he she of
is do got did
go not get tot
for on in dot
,.
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Lesson 19
saw my
Our spelling words are saw and my. Look at them and
say them, then spell them: saw s-a-w; my m-y •
They are one- syllable words. Here are some words that match
saw . Say them after me: law- claw- squaw- raw- straw-
draw- jaw- gnaw - paw. I will write them. You may put a
ring around aw in each one of them. What vowel is in
saw ? Let us say the vowels. a e i^ o u Every word
must have a vowel. Here are some words that match my :
by - cry- dry- fry- fly- sly - try- why. I will write
them on the board. Head the words. You may put a ring
around the parts that are the same in each word. Every word
must have a vowel. Do you see a e i o oru ? Y is
sometimes a vowel. The vowel here is Say this after me:
The vowels are a e i o u and sometimes y.
Written Exercise
Put a ring around saw each time you see it.
new saw few saw
saw how saw grew
bow saw saw now
saw raw draw saw
law saw saw straw
paw saw elaw saw
Make these words match my
fl- si- b- wh- dr- cr- tr-
Put a ring around the vowels in these wordso
went want try bed off this
and saw my not box
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Lesson 20
big do
Our spelling words are big and do. Look at them and
say them, then spell them: big b-i-g; do d-o. They are
one-syllable words. What vowel is in big ? What vowel is
in do ? Tell me some words that begin with the same letter
as big . Tell me some words that begin with the same letter
as do. These words end with the same letter as big . Listen
and say them after me: dig- bag- bug- fig- hug- jig- pug-
peg- rug- rag- tag- wig- wag- dog- beg.
Game: Yea or Wo . Do these words match big ?
wig
did
Pig
hip
dig
kid
rig
skip
lid
fig
rip
bib
dip
ship
Jig
rib
skid sprig clip drip
Written Exercise
Write do four times •
1. 2. 3. 4.
Put a ring around the words that match big
wig hug twig log
beg dig frog fig
jig pug leg hog
dog jog rig jig
jug Pig bug fog
,-
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Review 4
you an little saw big
home not got my do
Spelling Match, Use all words previously taught.
Write words from dictation.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
..
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Lesson SI
was man
Our spelling words are was and man. Look at them,
say them, then spell them: was w-a-s; man m-a-n.
Was and man are one-syllable words. You may put a ring
around the vowels. Look at was . Write it on your desk.
These words begin the same as was . Say them after me.
wall- war- were- want- will- went- well-. I will write them
on the board. Someone may put a ring around each w . These
words end the same way that was ends. I will write them.
Say them after me. was - his- doeB- goes- toes- has- hers-
theirs- ours- yours-. Put a ring around the last letter in
each word. Read the words with me. S is the last letter.
It sounds like what ?
What little word do you know in man ? Tell me all the
words you know which have an in them.
Written Exercise
Put a ring around was when you see it.
was war want was was wag war
was has was hi b was was has
was his saw was was saw
Make six words with an .
1 . 3 . 5 .
2 . 4 . 6 .
Write was six times.
1 . 3 . 5 .
2
. 4 . 6 .
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Lesson 22
see came
Our spelling words are see and came . Look at them and
say them, then spell them: see s-e-e; came c-a-m-e .
See and came are one-syllable words. Someone may put a ring
around the vowels. Here are some words that match see :
bee- tree- free- knee- wee- . I will write them on the
board. You may put a ring around the parts that are alike.
Here are some words that match came . Say them after me:
frame- game- lame- name- same-. I will write them. You
may put a ring around the parts that are alike. Look at
see . Write it on your desk. Close your eyes and write it.
Look at came . Write it on your desk. Close your eyes and
write it.
Came: Yes or Ho. Do these words match ?
see- wee see-may see- tree
oame-from see-free came-frame
oame-gum oame-name see- bee
see-day came-same see- way
came-some see- knee see- my
Written Exercise
a ring around the words that are the same
1. 2. 3. 4.
saw name said oame
see oame get frame
said lame see name
see game go came
so came see game
Write the Spelling words twice under each word,
see oame see came see came
.
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Lesson 23
did took
Our spelling words are did and took . Look at them and
say them, then spell them; did d-i-d; took t-o-o-k.
They are one-syllahle words. Tell me some words that match
did and I will write them. You may put a ring around the
parts that are alike. The first and last letters are Just
the same. You may put a line ander the two d 1 s . Close your
eyes and write did . Here are some words that match took .
Say them after me as I write them: hook- cook- hook- look-
shook- brook- crook. What is the last letter in eaoh word ?
You may put a ring around the parts that are alike. Close
your eyes and write took.
(Jame: Yes or ITo. Do these words match?
did-kid took-cook took-foot
dia-bib did-bit took-look
took-crook did-kid did-lid
took-good took-book did-rid
took-hood to ok-put took-brook
Written Exercise
Put a ring around the words that are alike.
1. 2. 3. 4.
hid took kid cook
did book skid took
kid took did brook
did cook hid book
lid look did took
Make these words match took
1. o— 3. h—
-
5. br
to
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Lesson 23 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a ring around the word which does not belong there.
did kid sit rid
lid did hid fit
kid did bid dad
took look seek brook
book took take cook

Lesson 24
are some
Our spelling words are are and some . Look at them, say
them, then spell them: are a-r-e; some s-o-m-e. Are
and some are one- syllable words. Every word has a vowel
and some words have more than one vowel. Ton may put a
ring around each vowel. The e in are has no sound. I am
going to say some words which begin the same as are . Say
them after me:
Arnold artist arch armory
Arlington army armor arsenal
arbutus ark article art
Arthur arm Archie arbor
Each word begins with ar. Look at are . Write it on your
desk. Look at some . The e at the end has no sound. Some
is not spelled the way it sounds. It sounds like gum- hum-
chum- drum- mum.
Here are some words which begin with some . I will say them
and write them. You say them after me.
somebody sometime
somehow somewhat
something somewhere
Put a ring around some in each word.
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Lesson 24 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Put a ring around the words that are alike.
1. 2. 3. 4.
are same art come
ark some ark some
are seeip are came
art some arm seem
arm say are some
Write the Spelling words twice under each word.
are some some are some
1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. 2. 2.
are
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Lesson 25
am me
Our spelling words are am and me. Look at them and say
them, then spell them: am a-m; me m-e. Am and me are
one-syllable words. Put a ring around the vowels, name
the vowels you know: a e i o u and sometimes y.
Every word has one vowel and sometimes has more than one
vowel.
Listen for am in these words and say them after me.
ambition hammer Bambi
ambulance camera Jam
ham slam spam
family Sambo tarn
exam
Look at am. Write it on your desk. Close your eyes.
Write am .
Here are some words which match me. Say them after me.
be he she we
Look at me. Write it on your desk. Close your eyes and
write me
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Lesson 25 (concluded)
Written Exercise
Find the words that begin like me. Put a ring around
each word.
met no mill not
nut my mine win
now man not men
will mill well mother
make mine milk net
Find am in these wordsi. Put a ring around am.
1. slam 2. spam 3. ham
4. jam 5. tarn 6 • Sam
Put the right Spelling word in these blanks.
1. I not little.
2. I big.
3. Do you like
4. Mother likes •
5. Daddy comes to
.
6. Children run to
•
7. They do not take in the oar.
8. I too big.
9. I a house.
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Review 5
big was see did are
do man came took some
Guessing Game : Have the review words on the board.
Choose someone to be 1^, and have him stand with his back
to the words. He silently chooses a word and calls on
someone to guess it. The one called on says, "Is it big
or was?" etc. It says that it is or is not big b-i-g.
The guesser has three turns. If he gets it right, he is It .
If not, another guesser is chosen.
Write the words from dictation.
1 *
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12.
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Lesson 26
had she
Our spelling words are had and she . Look at them and
say the words, then spell them: had h-a-d; she s-h-e.
Had and she are one- syllable words. You may put a ring
around the vowels. Every word must have a vowel. Hame
the vowels. Tell me all the words you oan think of that
match had and I will write them. You may put a ring around
the parts that are alike. Write had on your desk* Close
your eyes and write it. Think of some words that match she
and I will write them. You may put a ring around the parts
that are alike. Here are some words that begin the same
as she . Say them after me.
shell - shot - shine - shy - shut - shore- shoe - shake -
shame - shop. What letters did you hear ?
Written Exercise
Fill eaoh blank with a Spelling word; had she Then
write it.
.
Sue and I fun. had
We fun at the farm. had
We fun in the hay. had
Sue some toys. had
played with her toys. she
played in the hay. she
and I liked the farm. she

Lesson 27
store one
Our spelling words are store and one . Look at them and
say the words, then spell them: store s-t-o-r-e; one
o-n-e. Store and one are one- syllable words. You may
put a ring around the vowels in store and one . Every word
has a vowel. Some words have more than one vowel. Store
and one have two vowels. Tell me some words that begin
like store . Here are some words that match store . Say
them after me as I write them; bore - oore - more -
sore - wore - score. You may put a ring around the parts
which are alike. Look at store . Write it on your desk.
Close your eyes and write store . Do it twice more.
Here are two words: done and none. They have one in
them. You may put a ring around one . Look at one . Write
it on your desk. Close your eyes and write it. Do it
twioe more.
Written Exercise
Make these words match store ; m b—- sh
ch—- c—- w sc
Here are some rhymes for you to finish. Read them with me
and fill the blanks with store or one .
1* A basket, a basket I have none 4. The dress she wore
Won't you please give me ? Came fron m
2. Who will buy more
At the Ten Cent ?
3. Work is done, work is done.
Here I go at half-past
.
Write the Spelling words three times each. 1# 2. 3.
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lesson 28
two rabbit
Our spelling words are two and rabbit . Look at them
and say them, then spell them: two t-w-o; rabbit -
r-a-b-b-i-t . How many syllables are there in two ? Put
a ring around the vowel. Two means a number, 2. I have
two dollars.
I have two dollars.
It is two o'clock.
One and one are two .
Two sounds like to.
I go to school.
What letter in two has no sound ? w is silent. Look at
two . Write two on your desk.
Close your eyes and write two .
How many syllables has rabbit ? I will separate the two
syllables rab bit. Put a ring around the vowels. Each
syllable must have a vowel and sometimes there are more than
one vowel. Listen carefully to these words. Tell me how
many syllables you
sup per
air plane
said
horse
a bout
now
•
farm chicken
yel low train
win dow big ger
an i mal white
moth er a way
lit tie friends
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lesson 28 ( concluded)
Look at rab bit. Write the first syllable three times on
your desk. Close your eyes and write it. Look at the next
syllable. What word do you know in it ? Write the second
syllable three times. Now write the whole word. Add s to
make more than one rabbit.
Written Exercise
Write each word three times,
two rabbit
1 . 1 .
2 . 2 .
3. 3.
I have some
One is big.
One is little.
I like my pets.
One and one are •
.4
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Lesson 29
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boy day
Our spelling words are boy and day * Look at them and
say the words, then spell them: boy b-c-y; day d-a-y.
Boy and day are one- syllable words. Yon may put a ring
around the vowels. Tell me some words that begin like boy .
Here are some words that match boy . Say them after me as I
write them: joy- Roy- toy- annoy- Put a ring around the
parts that are alike. Look at boy and write it. Close your
eyes and write it. Tell me some words that begin like day .
Here are some words that match day . Say them after me as
I write them: may - lay - way- gay - bay - gray - hay-
jay - pay - pray - say - stay.
Put a ring around the parts that are alike. Write day.
Close your eyes and write it.
Written Exercise
Here are some rhymes. Pill the blanks with spelling words.
1. I gave a toy
To a little
3. Here is little Roy
He is a happy
5. I can't go out to play
On such a rainy
.
2. I say, I say,
It T s a very fine
.
4. May, May, May !
We want a sunny
.
6. Little brother gives us joy
He is a happy baby
.
Match twice,
boy lo
day 1.
2.
2

Lesson 30
school dog
Onr spelling words are school and dog . Look at the words,
say them and spell them: school s-c-h-o-c-l; dog d-o-g.
School and dog are one-syllable words. Put a ring around
the vowels. Here are some words that match school . Say
them after me as I write them: cool - pool - spool - tool-
stool. You may put a ring around the parts that are alike.
Sch sounds like sk. Look at sch and write it on your desk.
Close your eyes and write it. How write school . Tell me
some words that begin the same as dog . Here are some words
that match dog . Say them after me as I write them. bog-
frog- fog- log- hog- jog- . You may put a ring around the
parts that are alike.
Write dog on your desk.
Written Exercise
Here are some rhymes. Hill the blanks with Spelling words*
1. It must be cool 2. Mr. Frog, Mr. Frog,
Inside the
.
Lid you see my little
3. Said a frog in the pool 4.
Let us all go to
.
Jog, jog, jog J
I can't catch my
Fill the blanks with the right letters,
s-hool sch—1 s-h—
1
so- ool s—col sc-oo-
-chool —hool ool
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Review 6
had store two boy school
she one rabbits day dog
Spelling Match. Use all words previously taught.
Write the words from dictation.
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 *
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12
.
..
.
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